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When Cade's and his family find out their ice cream order was paid for by another patron, they

continue paying it forward, and so starts the discussion of random acts of kindness. Cade takes this

idea and runs with it, showing unexpected kindnesses to others. But when Cade's dad would like

him to donate some of his own toys, he has a hard time. Will Cade be able to learn the importance

of being kind to others, even when it isn't easy? Find out in this tale about showing kindness.
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... an inspirational story about a boy learning how doing random acts of kindness works to help you

grow. Cade and his sister Sarah begin learning about random acts of kindness when a stranger

pays for their Super Duper ice cream cones at the drive up with their Dad and Mom. It cheers their

Dad so much that he offers to pay for the next person's order in surprise and gratitude. Cade goes

on to explore how he, a fourth grade boy, can learn to do random acts of kindness too. In the end,

Cade learns four guiding principles to help him decide what random acts of kindness he could do.

They are: 1. Do something nice that goes above and beyond, 2. Surprise someone when they least

expect it, 3. Feel good about doing this nice thing, and 4. Don't expect anything in return. In the end,



Cade learns much more about himself and feeling good than he ever expected to. Kindness Counts

ends with a page of Tips for Parents and Educators which offers a list of suggestions for random act

of kindness projects and activities for kids to complete. Realistic full color illustrations bring the

story's acts of kindness to life, including the offer of a doughnut and hot chocolate to a cold,

hardworking charity donation truck driver on pages 22 and 23. Kindness Counts is an excellent

interpersonal relations enhancement manual for kids, a corollary of the Golden Rule. --The Midwest

Book Review, October 2016...Using meaningful illustrations, the author and artist present situations

that show the feeling of accomplishment and pleasure of giving to others. The book also places

emphasis on the members of a family who are encouraged to participate in acts of kindness...

--M.G. Paregian, Publisher

Excellent story!!

This book teaches kids about random acts of kindness. The little boy in the story experiences a

random act of kindness at the drive through window with his family, and his dad repeats the act. But

he decides to do some random acts of kindness himself. He doesn't get it quite right the first time,

but then he pulls all three aspects together and figures it out. It's a good read.[...]

Sweet book. Helpful for children and some adults could use it to read as well. Prompted our 7 year

old son to give away toys he didn't use anymore! We could all use a little more kindness in our day!

Love this story! Great book for kids!

Good, helpful book for younger children.

Excellent! There are lots of lessons in this story for preschool to adults!

It taught us that doing kind things makes others and US feel good! If you do kind things, you should

expect nothing in return.

Great!
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